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While linear prediction (LP) has become immensely popular in speech modeling, it does not seem to provide a good approach
for modeling audio signals. This is somewhat surprising, since a tonal signal consisting of a number of sinusoids can be perfectly
predicted based on an (all-pole) LP model with a model order that is twice the number of sinusoids. We provide an explanation
why this result cannot simply be extrapolated to LP of audio signals. If noise is taken into account in the tonal signal model, a
low-order all-pole model appears to be only appropriate when the tonal components are uniformly distributed in the Nyquist
interval. Based on this observation, diﬀerent alternatives to the conventional LP model can be suggested. Either the model should
be changed to a pole-zero, a high-order all-pole, or a pitch prediction model, or the conventional LP model should be preceded
by an appropriate frequency transform, such as a frequency warping or downsampling. By comparing these alternative LP models
to the conventional LP model in terms of frequency estimation accuracy, residual spectral flatness, and perceptual frequency
resolution, we obtain several new and promising approaches to LP-based audio modeling.
Copyright © 2008 T. van Waterschoot and M. Moonen. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons
Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited.
1. INTRODUCTION
Linear prediction (LP) is a widely used and well-understood
technique for the analysis, modeling, and coding of speech
signals [1]. Its success can be attributed to its correspondence
with the speech generation process. The vocal tract can
be modeled as a slowly time-varying, low-order all-pole
filter, while the glottal excitation can be represented either
by a white noise sequence (for unvoiced sounds), or by
an impulse train generated by periodic vibrations of the
vocal chords (for voiced sounds). By using this so-called
source-filter model, a speech segment can be whitened with
a cascade of a formant predictor for removing short-term
correlation, and a pitch predictor for removing long-term
correlation [2].
The source-filter model is much less popular in audio
analysis than in speech analysis. First of all, the generation
of musical sounds is highly dependent on the instruments
used, hence it is hard to propose a generic audio signal
generation model. Second, from a physical point of view,
polyphonic audio signals should be analyzed using multiple
source-filter models, which seems to be rather impractical.
Finally, the enormous success of perceptual audio coders [3]
and the recent advent of parametric coders based on the
sinusoidal model [4], originally proposed for speech analysis
and synthesis [5], have shifted the research interest in audio
analysis away from the LP approach. Nevertheless, some
audio coding algorithms still rely on LP [6–15], which is then
usually performed on a warped frequency scale [16]. Also,
in audio signal processing applications other than coding,
prediction error filters obtained with LP are used for the
whitening of audio signals, for example, to produce robust
and fast converging acoustic echo and feedback cancelers
[17–20].
Since many audio signals exhibit a large degree of
tonality, that is, their frequency spectrum is characterized
by a finite number of dominant frequency components, it
is useful to analyze LP of audio signals in the frequency
domain, that is, from a spectral estimation point of view.
Intuitively, one could expect that performing LP using a
model order that is twice the number of tonal components
leads to a signal estimate in which each of the spectral peaks
is modeled with a complex conjugate pole pair close to (but
inside) the unit circle. In practice, however, this does not
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seem to be the case, and very often a poor LP signal estimate
is obtained. The fundamental problem when performing LP
of an audio signal is that apart from the tonal components, a
broadband noise term should generally also be incorporated
in the tonal model. The noise term can either account
for imperfections in the signal tonal behavior, or for noise
introduced when working with finite-length data windows.
Whereas a sum of N sinusoids can be perfectly modeled
using an AR(2N) model, that is, an autoregressive or all-pole
model of order 2N , a sum of N sinusoids plus (white) noise
should instead be modeled using an ARMA(2N , 2N) model,
that is, an autoregressive moving-average or pole-zero model
with 2N zeros and 2N poles [21–25].
A first consequence of incorporating a noise term in
the tonal signal model is that the LP spectral estimate
is smoothed [22, 26] due to the fact that the estimated
poles are drawn toward the origin of the z-plane [22, 27].
A second consequence, which to our knowledge has not
been recognized up till now, is that the estimated poles
tend to be equally distributed around the unit circle when
noise is present, even at high signal-to-noise ratios and
for low-AR model orders. From this observation, it follows
that signals with tonal components that are approximately
equally distributed in the Nyquist interval can be better
represented with an all-pole model than signals that have
their tonal components concentrated in a selected region of
the Nyquist interval. Unfortunately, audio signals tend to
belong to the latter class of signals, since they are typically
sampled at a sampling frequency that is much higher than
the frequency of their dominating tonal components.
In [28], it was shown that audio signals having their
dominating tonal components in a frequency region that is
small compared to the entire signal bandwidth may exhibit
a large autocorrelation matrix eigenvalue spread and hence
tend to produce inaccurate LP models due to numerical
instability. A stabilization method based on a selective LP
(SLP) model [1] was proposed, which reduces the LP model
bandwidth to the frequency region of interest. The influence
of the signal frequency distribution on LP performance
was also recognized with the development of the so-called
frequency-warped linear prediction (WLP) [12, 16]. The
warping operation is a nonuniform frequency transform
which is usually designed to approximate the constant-Q
frequency scale [29], and also provides a good match with
the Bark or ERB psychoacoustic scales, provided that the
warping parameter is chosen properly [30]. In [12], WLP
was shown to outperform conventional LP in terms of
resolving adjacent peaks in the signal spectrum, however,
no gain in spectral flatness of the LP residual was obtained.
We will review the SLP and WLP models, as well as three
other LP models that appear to be suited for tonal audio
signals, and show how all of these models are capable of
solving the frequency distribution issue described above.
More specifically, we will also consider high-order all-pole
models [22], constrained pole-zero models [24, 25, 31–37],
and pitch prediction models. Pitch prediction (PLP), also
known as long-term prediction, was originally proposed
for speech modeling and coding, and was more recently
applied to audio signal modeling in the context of the
MPEG-4 advanced audio coder (AAC) [38, 39]. High-order
(HOLP) and pole-zero (PZLP) linear prediction models have
not been applied to audio modeling before, however, some
speech analysis techniques rely on a PZLP model [40–42]. All
considered approaches result in stable LP models, and some
outperform the WLP model both in terms of conventional
measures, such as frequency estimation error and residual
spectral flatness [43, Chapter 6], and in terms of perceptually
motivated measures, such as interpeak dip depth (IDD) [12].
Moreover, many of these alternative models perform even
better when cascaded with a conventional LP model. The LP
models described in this paper were evaluated and compared
experimentally for a synthetic audio signal in [44]. This
work is extended here by also performing a mathematical
analysis of the diﬀerent LP models, and describing additional
simulation results for synthetic signals and true monophonic
and polyphonic audio signals.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
some background material on the signal model and the LP
criterion. In Section 3, we analyze the performance of the
conventional LP model, and illustrate the influence of the
distribution of the tonal components in the analyzed signal.
In Section 4, five alternative LP models are reviewed and
interpreted as potential solutions to the observed frequency
distribution problem. The emphasis is on the influence of
using models other than the conventional low-order all-
pole model, and not on how the model parameters are
estimated. However, for each LP model, references to existing
estimation methods are provided. LP model pole-zero plots
and magnitude responses for a synthetic audio signal are
presented throughout Sections 3 and 4. A detailed analysis
is only provided for the pole-zero LP model, since all other
alternative LP models are all-pole models, which can be
analyzed using an approach similar to the conventional LP
model analysis in Section 3. In Section 5, we provide LP
model pole-zero plots and magnitude responses for true
monophonic and polyphonic audio signals. Furthermore,
the conventional and alternative LP models are compared
in terms of frequency estimation accuracy, residual spectral
flatness, and perceptual frequency resolution, both for
synthetic and true audio signals. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Tonal audio signal model
We will only consider tonal audio signals, that is, signals
having a continuous spectrum containing a finite num-
ber of dominant frequency components. In this way, the
majority of audio signals is covered, except for the class
of percussive sounds. The performance of the diﬀerent LP
models described below will be evaluated for three types of
audio signals: synthetic audio signals consisting of a sum of
harmonic sinusoids in white noise, true monophonic audio
signals, and true polyphonic audio signals.
The fundamental frequency of monophonic audio sig-
nals is usually, that is, for most musical instruments, in
the range 100–1000 Hz. The number of relevant harmonics
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(i.e., frequency components at multiples of the fundamental
frequency, having a magnitude that is significantly larger
than the average signal power) is typically between 10 and
20. It can, thus, be seen that most dominating frequency
components in audio signals, sampled at fs = 44.1 kHz, lie
in the lower half of the Nyquist interval, that is, between 0
and 11025 Hz (corresponding to the angular frequency range
from 0 to π/2). This property will be a key issue in the rest of
the paper.
Like for speech signals, we can also assume short-term
stationarity for audio signals. Monophonic audio signals can
typically be divided in musical notes of diﬀerent durations.
Each note can then be subdivided in four parts: the attack,
decay, sustain, and release parts. The sustain part is usually
the longest part of the note, and exhibits the highest degree of
stationarity. The attack and decay parts are the shortest, and
may show transient behavior, such that stationarity can only
be assumed on very short time windows (a few milliseconds).
Whereas LP of speech signals is typically performed on time
windows of around 20 milliseconds, longer windows appear
to be beneficial for LP of audio signals. In our examples, a
time window of 46.4 milliseconds is used, corresponding to
L = 2048 samples at fs = 44.1 kHz, or, in musical terms, 1/32
note at 161.5 beats per minute. In our theoretical derivations,
however, we will assume L → ∞ to avoid window end eﬀects.
The underlying signal model that is assumed for all audio








+ r(t), t = 1, . . . ,L, (1)
where, for ease of notation, the time index t has been
normalized with respect to the sampling period Ts = 1/ fs.
This signal model is referred to as the tonal signal model,
and may diﬀer from the sinusoidal model [5] used in speech
and audio coding in that only the tonal components in the
observed audio signal y(t) are modeled by sinusoids, while
the nontonal components are contained in the noise term
r(t). The tonal components correspond to the fundamental
frequencies and their relevant harmonics and are character-
ized by their amplitudes αn, (radial) frequencies ωn ∈ [0,π]
and phases φn ∈ [0, 2π), n = 1, . . . ,N . The noise term r(t)
will generally have a nonwhite, continuous spectrum, and
may also contain low-power harmonics.
Two special cases of the tonal signal model are of par-
ticular interest in audio signal modeling. In the monophonic
signal model, it is assumed that all tonal components are









+ r(t), t = 1, . . . ,L. (2)
In the polyphonic signal model, the signal is assumed to
contain multiple sets of harmonically related sinusoids, with











+ r(t), t = 1, . . . ,L.
(3)
Note that the number of relevant harmonics (Mn − 1) may
diﬀer for each of the N fundamental frequencies ω0,n, and
that only one overall noise term is added.
The monophonic signal model in (2) is a harmonic signal
model, while the tonal and polyphonic signal models in (1)
and (3) are not. We should stress that of all LP models
described below, the pitch prediction model described in
Section 4.3 is the only model in which the harmonicity
property is exploited. The other models do not rely on
harmonicity, although the calculation of the LP model
parameters may be simplified by taking harmonicity into
account.
Example 1 (synthetic audio signal). A synthetic audio signal,
generated from the monophonic signal model in (2), is
well suited for examining the properties of the LP models
presented below, since it provides exact knowledge of the
fundamental frequency f0 = ω0( fs/2π) and the number of
harmonics. In the examples throughout Sections 3 and 4, a
synthetic audio signal is used with L = 2048 samples, N =
15 tonal components and random, uniformly distributed
amplitudes αn ∈ [0, 1] and phases φn ∈ [0, 2π). The
synthetic audio signal and its magnitude spectrum are shown
in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. The radial fundamental
frequency was chosen to be ω0 = 2π/64, that is, with 64
samples per period T0, such that, at fs = 44.1 kHz, the
fundamental frequency f0 ≈ 689.1 Hz is in the midrange of
musical notes (i.e., slightly lower than F5). The fundamental
frequency and its harmonics are then also in the discrete
set of frequencies at which the length-L discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) is evaluated (see Figure 1(b)). The pitch
period T0 being equal to an integer number of sampling
periods (T0 = 64Ts) will allow us to clearly illustrate the
eﬀect of pitch prediction in Section 4.3. Finally, T0 also
being an integer multiple of 2(N + 1)Ts will yield an integer
downsampling operation in the SLP method in Section 4.5.
2.2. Linear prediction criterion
The aim of LP is to obtain a linear parametric model G(z)
that predicts the observed signal y(t) up to an uncorrelated
residual e(t, ξ):
Y(z) = G(z)E(z, ξ), (4)
or
E(z, ξ) = H(z)Y(z), (5)
where ξ represents a vector that contains the LP model
parameters, Y(z) and E(z, ξ) denote the z-transform of
the observed and residual signal, respectively, and H(z) =
G−1(z) corresponds to the prediction error filter (PEF),
which has the property of whitening the input signal y(t).
The PEF transfer function H(z) is required to be stable, while
the LP model transfer function G(z) is not. In fact, when
modeling sinusoidal components in the observed signal y(t),
an unstable LP model G(z) having poles on the unit circle
can be very useful.












































Figure 1: Synthetic audio signal: (a) time-domain waveform, (b) magnitude spectrum.
The LP model is generally an infinite impulse response
(IIR) model, that is,
G(z) = B(z)
A(z)
= b0 + b1z
−1 + · · · + b2Qz−2Q
1 + a1z−1 + · · · + a2Pz−2P (6)
with the numerator and denominator orders defined as 2Q
and 2P, respectively. While in conventional LP, G(z) is an all-
pole model (i.e., B(z) ≡ 1); in this paper, we also consider
pole-zero LP models. For analyzing the LP performance for
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1− 2νl cos θlz−1 + ν2l z−2
)
(7)
with ρl, νl denoting the zero and pole radii, and ζl, θl
the numerator and denominator resonance frequencies,
respectively. In the sequel, we will assume b0 = 1, such that
the LP model parameter vector can be defined as follows:
ξ = [θ1, . . . , θP , ν1, . . . , νP , ζ1, . . . , ζQ, ρ1, . . . , ρQ
]T
. (8)
From a spectral estimation point of view, the parameter
vector ξ should be estimated such that the LP residual e(t, ξ)
has an approximately flat spectrum [1]. In the case of audio
LP, the residual does not have to be a white noise signal, as is
often assumed in other LP applications, but it can also be a
Dirac impulse, which also has a flat spectrum. The parameter
vector estimate is the result of minimizing a least-squares
(LSs) criterion, which can be expressed in the time domain




















with E(e j(2πk/L), ξ), k = 0, . . . ,L − 1 the L-point discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) of the LP residual.
In the theoretical analysis, we will assume an infinitely



























using (5) to obtain the second equality, in which |H(e jω)|2
denotes the PEF magnitude response and |Y(e jω)|2 is the
power spectrum of y(t). From the tonal signal model in (1),
and assuming that the cross-spectrum of the tonal part and





















































To simplify the analysis, we assume that the noise term r(t) in
the tonal signal model has a flat spectrum, that is, |R(e jω)|2 =
























This approximation can be justified in the LP analysis by
noting that the noise term in the tonal signal model is
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spectrally much flatter than the tonal part of the observed
signal.
3. CONVENTIONAL LINEAR PREDICTION MODEL
We now analyze the minimization of the LP criterion in (13)






1− 2νl cos θlz−1 + ν2l z−2
)
. (14)
We will examine the eﬀect of setting P = N , since we know
that an AR(2N) model should be capable of perfectly mod-
eling a noiseless sum of N sinusoids [25]. However, in the
tonal signal model (1), a noise term is also present, hence the
solution to the LP estimation problem will be a compromise
of attenuating the tonal components, while increasing (or
maintaining) the flatness of the noise spectrum. In [22],
this compromise was analyzed with respect to its eﬀect on
the radii {νl}Pl=1 of the PEF zeros, while disregarding the
eﬀect on the PEF zero angles {θl}Pl=1. In our analysis, we will
focus on the eﬀect of the noise on the estimated PEF zero
angles.
The LP model parameters in ξ = [θ1, . . . , θP , ν1, . . . , νP]T
can be obtained as the solution to a system of 2P equations,
that are obtained by diﬀerentiating the LP criterion in (13)










































l = 1, . . . ,P.
(15)
We will first consider the case in which the noise term is
equal to zero, that is, σ2r = 0. In this case, the LP estimation









































= 0, l = 1, . . . ,P. (18)
From the PEF transfer function in (14), we can calculate
the PEF magnitude response, and its partial derivatives with





















































































The system of (17)-(18) with (20)-(21) generally has mul-
tiple solutions, even when the PEF zero angles {θl}Pl=1 are
constrained to lie in [0,π], which correspond to (local)
minima of the LP criterion. The global minimum J(ξ) = 0
in case P = N is obtained for the parameter values
θl = ωl, l = 1, . . . ,P,
νl = 1, l = 1, . . . ,P.
(22)
The PEF, thus, behaves as a cascade of second-order all-zero
notch filters, with all the zeros on the unit circle and with
the notch frequencies equal to the frequencies of the tonal
components. Note that the corresponding LP model transfer
function G(z) = H−1(z) is in this case unstable.
Next, we will illustrate the influence of a nonzero noise
term on the solution (22) obtained in the noiseless case. The
second term in the LP criterion (13), which is due to the
















It can, hence, be seen that this term acts as a minimum norm
constraint in the LP criterion, in the sense that it penalizes




1 a1 · · · a2P
]T
. (24)

















































Figure 2: Conventional LP model of synthetic audio signal with order 2P = 30 and covariance method: (a) PEF pole-zero plot, (b) PEF
magnitude response.
This minimum norm constraint has two eﬀects on the
solution (22) that was obtained in the noiseless case. A
first eﬀect, which was investigated in [22], is that the
estimated PEF zeros are drawn toward the origin of the z-
plane, and hence the estimated PEF zero radii {νl}Pl=1 are
less than one. A second eﬀect is related to the estimated













s.t. νl > 0, l = 1, . . . ,P.
(25)
In this estimation problem, the squared norm of the PEF
impulse response coeﬃcient vector is minimized under a
constraint that rules out the trivial solution a1 = · · · =
a2P = 0. It is straightforward to see that the solution to
(25) can be obtained by setting a1 = · · · = a2P−1 = 0 and
a2P = β with |β| > 0, which results in a PEF that behaves as a
comb filter. The PEF zeros are then uniformly distributed on
a circle with radius 2P
√
β, and with an angle π/P between the
neighboring zeros. In case β > 0, the PEF zero angles in the
Nyquist interval correspond to θl = π/2P + (l− 1)(π/P), l =
1, . . . ,P, while if β < 0, the PEF has P + 1 zeros in the Nyquist
interval, that is, θl = (l− 1)(π/P), l = 1, . . . ,P + 1. The latter
case corresponds to a one-tap pitch prediction filter (see
Section 4.3), which in fact deviates from the conventional
LP model in (14), since the zeros at DC and at the Nyquist
frequency do not have a corresponding complex conjugate
zero.
We can, therefore, expect that when noise is present,
the estimated PEF zeros are both shifted toward the origin
and rotated around the origin, hence tending to a uniform
angular distribution. The extent to which the zeros are
displaced as compared to the noiseless solution depends on
the noise power σ2r which determines the relative importance
of the minimum norm constraint in the LP criterion (13).
The angular eﬀect described above can also be observed in
the noiseless case when the LP model order 2P > 2N , in
which case the 2P − 2N “extraneous” PEF zeros tend to be
uniformly distributed around the unit circle if a minimum
norm constraint is incorporated in the LP criterion [45].
Example 2 (conventional LP of synthetic audio signal).
When we estimate a conventional LP model of order 2P =
2N = 30 for the synthetic audio signal defined in Example 1,
using the covariance method [1] to calculate the model
parameters, we obtain a PEF as illustrated by the pole-
zero plot and magnitude response in Figures 2(a) and 2(b),
respectively. The conventional LP model nearly succeeds at
correctly modeling all the tonal components in the synthetic
audio signal. However, if we add Gaussian white noise to the
observed signal, the covariance method yields the estimated
conventional LP model shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b),
for a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 25 dB. The PEF zero
configuration is in this case clearly a compromise between
the LP solutions to the tonal part and the noise part of
the signal. The PEF has 9 complex conjugate zero pairs
in the sum of sinusoids frequency region, and another 6
complex conjugate zero pairs which are nearly uniformly
distributed in the upper half of the Nyquist interval. A
similar result is obtained when we use the autocorrelation
method [1] instead of the covariance method to predict the
noiseless synthetic audio signal. Indeed, the autocorrelation
method introduces noise in the autocorrelation domain by
distorting the signal periodicity due to zero padding. This
example illustrates the above statement that for conventional
LP models, the PEF zero configuration is a tradeoﬀ between
suppressing the tonal components and keeping the noise
spectrum as flat as possible. Note that in the absence of noise
(Figure 2(b)), the PEF high-frequency response may become
extremely large.
4. ALTERNATIVE LINEAR PREDICTION MODELS
In this section, we present five existing alternative LP
models, and we illustrate how all these models attempt
to compensate for the shortcomings of the conventional




















































Figure 3: Conventional LP model of synthetic audio signal plus noise (SNR = 25 dB) with order 2P = 30 and covariance method: (a) PEF
pole-zero plot, (b) PEF magnitude response.
LP model, described in Section 3, when the input signal
tonal components are concentrated in the lower half of the
Nyquist interval. In the first three alternative LP models,
namely, the constrained pole-zero LP (PZLP) model, the
high-order LP (HOLP) model, and the pitch prediction
(PLP) model, the influence of the input signal frequency
distribution is decreased by using a model diﬀerent from
the conventional low-order all-pole model. In the last two
alternative LP models, namely, the warped LP (WLP) model
and the selective LP (SLP) model, the performance of the
conventional low-order all-pole model is increased by first
transforming the input signal such that its tonal components
are spread in the entire Nyquist interval. As stated earlier, we
will mainly focus on the alternative LP models, and not on
how the model parameters can be estimated.
4.1. Constrained pole-zero LP model
It is well known that whereas a sum of N sinusoids can
be exactly modeled using an AR(2N) model, a sum of N
sinusoids plus white noise should be modeled using an
ARMA(2N , 2N) model [21–24] with equal coeﬃcients in the
AR and MA parts, that is, the zeros coinciding with the poles
[23, 25]. This observation can be extended to a sum of (finite-
bandwidth) damped sinusoids plus white noise, but in this
case the zeros should be slightly displaced toward the origin,
remaining on the same radial line as the poles [24, 25]. The
LP model in (7) can then be simplified to a constrained pole-






1− 2ρl cos θlz−1 + ρ2l z−2
)
(
1− 2νl cos θlz−1 + ν2l z−2
) (26)
with the constraint being that the poles and zeros are on the
same radial lines, that is, ζl = θl, l = 1, . . . ,P, with the poles
positioned between the zeros and the unit circle, that is, 0 
ρl < νl ≤ 1, l = 1, . . . ,P.
We now analyze the PZLP model performance for
predicting tonal signals corresponding to the signal model
(1), when P = N , by substituting the PEF magnitude
response |H(e jω)|2, obtained by inverting the magnitude
response of G(z) in (26), in the LP criterion (13). First, we
evaluate the second term of the LP criterion (13). Using the
direct-form representation of the PZLP model in (6), with























p=i apap−i and rb(i) =
∑2P
p=i bpbp−i the
autocorrelation functions of the PEF numerator and denom-
inator coeﬃcients, respectively. Note that when predicting
tonal signals, the PEF poles and zeros are typically very close
to the unit circle, and the PEF zeros are allowed to lie on
the unit circle. We can then approximately state that the
PEF pole radii are equal, that is, ρ1 = · · · = ρP = ρ and
likewise that the PEF zero radii are equal, that is, ν1 = · · · =
νP = ν. In this case, the numerator and denominator of the
PEF transfer function admit a particular structure, as shown
in [31]:
H(z) = 1 + νg1z
−1 + · · · + νP−1gP−1z−P+1 + νPgPz−P + νP+1gP−1z−P−1 + · · · + ν2P−1g1z−2P+1 + ν2Pz−2P
1 + ρg1z−1 + · · · + ρP−1gP−1z−P+1 + ρPgPz−P + ρP+1gP−1z−P−1 + · · · + ρ2P−1g1z−2P+1 + ρ2Pz−2P , (29)
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and, as a consequence, the autocorrelation function of
the PEF numerator coeﬃcients can be rewritten, for i =

































2P , i = even,
(30)
and similarly for rb(i), i = 0, . . . , 2P, by replacing ν with ρ in
(30). Since ν and ρ are assumed to be close to 1, we can make
the following approximations:
ν2p+i + ν4P−(2p+i) ≈ 2ν2P , i = 0, . . . , 2P, p = 0, . . . ,P − i,






ρ2p+i + ρ4P−(2p+i) ≈ 2ρ2P , i = 0, . . . , 2P, p = 0, . . . ,P − i,








x denotes the floor function, which returns the
highest integer less than or equal to x. We can hence rewrite
ra(i) in (30) and rb(i) as
ra(i) = ν2Pγi, i = 0, . . . , 2P,




















gP−pgP−i+p + g2P−i/2, i = even.
(33)




















which is expected to be a good approximation except in
the close neighborhood of the PEF pole-zero angles θl, l =
1, . . . ,P, where the PEF magnitude response approaches zero
because the PEF zeros are closer to the unit circle than
the poles. However, when integrating the PEF magnitude
response over the entire frequency range [0, 2π), the notches
in |H(e jω)|2 at ω = θl are negligible, such that the second












We now consider the minimization of the LP criterion
(13) for the PZLP model (26), assuming that ν1 = · · · =
νP = ν and ρ1 = · · · = ρP = ρ with 0  ρ < ν ≤ 1 and
using the approximation (31) such that the result in (35) can
be applied. Since ν and ρ are close to each other, they cannot
be treated as independent variables, and minimizing the LP
criterion with respect to ν and ρ can be achieved by setting
the total derivative with respect to ν and ρ to zero, which

























































































































Substituting (39)–(41) in (37) and (38) and noting that
the expression in (35) does not depend on the PEF pole-
zero angles θl, we can see that all the terms in the system
of (36)–(38) that are due to the noise component in the
observed signal cancel out. In other words, if the PEF poles
and zeros are close to the unit circle, then the solution to the
LP estimation problem using the PZLP model is insensitive
to (white) noise in the observed signal. This is the main
strength of the PZLP model as compared to the conventional
LP model, which was shown in Section 3 to be much more
sensitive to noise when predicting tonal signals.
It remains to show that the PEF angles calculated
from (36)–(38) converge to the frequencies of the tonal
components. The PZLP PEF magnitude response and its
T. van Waterschoot and M. Moonen 9
partial derivatives with respect to θl, l = 1, . . . ,P, ν, and ρ
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The global minimum of (13) with P = N , corresponding to



















θl = ωl, l = 1, . . . ,P,
ν = 1, (45)
and, hence, following the assumption that the PEF poles are
close to the zeros, ρ → 1.
Example 3 (constrained pole-zero LP of synthetic audio
signal). The PZLP model parameters can be estimated,
either using an adaptive notch filtering (ANF) algorithm, for
which several implementations have been suggested [24, 25,
31–35], or using the constrained pole-zero linear prediction
(CPZLP) algorithm for multitone frequency estimation [36,
37]. Alternatively, if the PEF pole and zero radii are fixed a
priori, any existing frequency estimation algorithm may be
used to estimate the unknown PEF angles. When harmonic-
ity can be assumed, that is, for monophonic audio signals,
an adaptive comb filter (ACF) may be a useful alternative to
the ANF, as it relies on only one unknown parameter (i.e.,
the fundamental frequency) [32, 35]. Similarly, a comb filter-
based variant of the CPZLP algorithm has been described in
[37].
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the PEF pole-zero plot and
magnitude response of a PZLP model of the synthetic audio
signal introduced in Example 1, and with additive Gaussian
white noise (SNR = 25 dB). The PZLP model parameters
were calculated using the CPZLP algorithm with a comb
filter model [37] of order 2P = 30, pole radius ρ = 0.95,
and zero radius ν = 1, and with a numerical line search
method using the BFGS quasi-Newton algorithm with initial
fundamental frequency estimate ω(0)0 = 0.001 and line search
parameters as suggested in [36]. It can be seen that the
PEF magnitude response exhibits a notch filter behavior
at the frequencies of the tonal components, while being
approximately flat in the remainder of the Nyquist interval.
4.2. High-order LP model
It is well known that a pole-zero model can be arbitrarily
closely approximated with an all-pole model, provided that
the model order is chosen large enough. This means that a
noisy sum of sinusoids can also be modeled using a high-
order all-pole model instead of a pole-zero model [22]. In
Section 3, the LP minimization problem (13) was analyzed
for the case of an all-pole model of order P = N . When
noise is present in the observed signal, the LP solution was
shown to be a compromise between cancelling the tonal
components and maintaining a flat high-frequency residual
spectrum. By increasing the model order, the density of the
zeros near the unit circle is increased accordingly, and hence
the frequency resolution in the tonal components frequency
range improves without sacrificing high-frequency residual
spectral flatness. However, as the LP model order 2P
approaches the observation window length L, the variance
of the estimated model parameters may be unacceptably
large, leading to spurious peaks in the signal spectral estimate
[22]. It has been suggested that the order 2P of a high-
order LP (HOLP) model should be chosen in the interval















































Figure 4: Constrained pole-zero LP model of synthetic audio signal plus noise (SNR = 25 dB) with order 2P = 30 and CPZLP algorithm:

























































Figure 5: High-order LP model of synthetic audio signal plus noise (SNR = 25 dB) with order 2P = 1024 and autocorrelation method: (a)
PEF pole-zero plot, (b) PEF magnitude response.
L/3 ≤ 2P ≤ L/2 to obtain the best spectral estimate for a
noisy sum of sinusoids [22, 46].
Example 4 (high-order LP of synthetic audio signal). Per-
forming a L/2 = 1024th-order LP of the noisy synthetic
audio signal fragment defined before, using the autocorre-
lation method to estimate the model parameters, we obtain
a PEF pole-zero plot and magnitude response as shown in
Figures 5(a) and 5(b). Examining the distribution of the
PEF zeros in the complex plane reveals that this approach
produces approximately 1024−2N zeros, lying on and nearly
equally spaced around the unit circle (to provide overall
spectral flatness of the PEF magnitude response), and 2N
additional zeros at the frequencies ±nω0, n = 1, . . . ,N of
the tonal components (to provide the notch filter behavior).
Note that when applying the covariance method to the
estimation of the HOLP model parameters, a similar result
is obtained.
4.3. Pitch prediction model
In LP of speech signals, the conventional LP model is usually
cascaded with the so-called pitch prediction (PLP) model,
with the aim of removing the long-term correlation from
the signal. This technique can also be used to remove the
(quasi) periodicity from monophonic audio signals, since it
implicitly relies on the harmonicity of the observed signal.
If we consider a sum of harmonic sinusoids having a pitch
period T0 that corresponds to an integer number of sampling
periods KTs, where K is referred to as the pitch lag, then
perfect prediction can be obtained by using a one-tap pitch
predictor, of which the PEF transfer function is given by
H(z) = 1− z−K = 1− z−T0/Ts = 1− z−2π/ω0 . (46)
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It can be seen that |H(e jω)|2 = 0 at ω = kω0, ∀k ∈ Z,
which corresponds to a comb filter behavior, that is, the PEF
zeros are positioned on and equally spaced around the unit
circle, at angles corresponding to integer multiples of the
fundamental frequency ω0. In other words, referring to the
analysis in Section 3, the requirements of having the PEF
zeros on the unit circle at angles nω0, n = 1, . . . ,N (for
cancelling the tonal components) and uniformly distributed
on the unit circle (for maintaining the LP residual spectral
flatness) are both fulfilled with the PLP model in (46).
However, for the PLP model to be capable of producing
a good spectral estimate of a monophonic audio signal,
we should improve the model in (46) in two ways. First
of all, in audio signals the amplitudes of the harmonics
nω0 typically decrease with increasing n (see, e.g., Figures
11(b) and 14(b) in Section 5). This eﬀect requires the PEF
magnitude response to be spectrally shaped such that the
comb filter notch depth decreases for increasing frequency.
This can be achieved by using a multitap PLP model [47]
which features multiple nonzero filter coeﬃcients centered
around the pitch lag value. In speech processing, a 3-tap
PLP model is often applied, since this configuration usually
provides enough flexibility in terms of spectral shaping:
H(z) = 1 + aK−1z−(K−1) + aKz−K + aK+1z−(K+1). (48)




















it can be derived that the desired spectral shaping for our
application, that is, a decreasing notch depth for increasing
frequency, is obtained when −1 ≤ aK < (aK−1 + aK+1) < 0
[47].
Secondly, the PLP model in (47) is based on the
assumption that the pitch lag K = T0/Ts is an integer
number, which is generally not the case. Noninteger pitch
lags can be incorporated in the PLP model in two ways:
either by using a multitap PLP model for interpolation (see,
e.g., [2]) or by using a fractional delay filter [48], for which
numerous design methods exist [49]. We prefer to combine
both approaches, such that the multitap structure may be
primarily used for spectral shaping, whereas interpolation
for noninteger pitch lags is achieved with a fractional delay
filter. A combined fractional multitap PLP model has been
proposed in [47], with
























The fractional delay interpolation filter is a Hamming-
windowed, truncated (length-2I) approximation of the ideal
sinc-like interpolation filter [49], with wh(t) denoting the
Hamming window (centered at t = 0). In (50), D is the
interpolation ratio (where 1/D is referred to as the pitch
resolution) and f = 0, 1, . . . ,D − 1 denotes the fractional
phase.
Typically, for estimating the PLP model parameters, in
a first step, the optimal pitch lag K and fractional phase
f are estimated by an exhaustive search of the minimal
fractional 1-tap PLP residual power over the interval K ∈
[Kmin,Kmax] and f ∈ [0,D − 1]. In speech analysis, the
pitch lag limits correspond to the highest-pitched (female)
and lowest-pitched (male) voices being analyzed and are
typically chosen in the range Kmin = 20, . . . , 40 and Kmax =
120, . . . , 160 samples, at fs = 8 kHz. For pitch analysis of
audio signals, we propose to set the pitch lag range such
that it corresponds to a fundamental frequency range of
100, . . . , 1000 Hz, that is, at fs = 44.1 kHz, K ∈ [44, 441].
In a second step, the fractional 3-tap PLP model parameters
al, l ∈ [K − 1,K + 1] are estimated using the estimated
pitch lag and fractional phase from the first step. Some
useful approximations for eﬃciently calculating the 3-tap
PLP model parameters from the input signal autocorrelation
function have been suggested in [2].
Example 5 (pitch prediction of synthetic audio signal). The
parameters of the fractional 3-tap PLP model given in
(50) were estimated for the noisy synthetic audio signal
defined earlier using the method proposed in [47], with an
interpolation filter of length 2I = 32 and an interpolation
ratio D = 8, and by forcing the input correlation matrix
to be Toeplitz [2]. The resulting PEF magnitude response
and pole-zero plot are shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b).
Note the additional circle of zeros around the origin in
Figure 6(a), which is due to the fractional part of the
PEF transfer function, and the spectral shaping eﬀect in
Figure 6(b), which is obtained by using multiple taps in the
PLP model.
4.4. Warped LP Model
Warped linear prediction (WLP) is probably the most well-
known technique for LP of audio signals, see [12] and
references therein. In WLP, the input signal undergoes a
nonuniform frequency transformation before a conventional
LP is performed, with the aim of enhancing the frequency
resolution in certain frequency regions. The frequency
transformation is usually defined by an all-pass bilinear
transform in the z-domain, which maps the unit circle onto
itself:
z−1 −→ z˜−1 = z
−1 − λ
1− λz−1 . (51)
The so-called warping parameter λ is typically chosen such
that the corresponding frequency mapping


























































Figure 6: Fractional 3-tap PLP model of synthetic audio signal plus noise (SNR = 25 dB): (a) PEF pole-zero plot, (b) PEF magnitude
response.
approximates the Bark auditory scale [30], that is, when the













Since λBark(44.1) > 0, the warping operation tends to
spread out the tonal components in the observed signal
over the entire Nyquist interval. From the conventional
LP analysis in Section 3, it can hence be expected that
applying a conventional, that is, low-order all-pole LP model
to the warped signal will yield a better prediction than a
conventional LP model of the original signal. The optimal
prediction is obtained when the frequency transformation
produces a uniform spreading of the tonal components in
the Nyquist interval. For monophonic audio signals, this
is never the case, since the bilinear frequency warping in
(51)-(52) disturbs the harmonicity of the signal. For this
class of signals, the frequency transformation of the selective
LP model described in Section 4.5 appears to be better
suited. However, for polyphonic audio signals, the above
bilinear frequency warping may be a near-optimal mapping,
since in this case the diﬀerent fundamental frequencies are
approximately related to each other according to the Bark
scale (see also the simulation results in Section 5.3).
Example 6 (warped LP of synthetic audio signal). The
warped spectrum of the noisy synthetic audio signal defined
before is shown in Figure 7(a) for λ = λBark(44.1) =
0.75641. Figures 7(b) and 7(c) illustrate the PEF pole-zero
plot and magnitude response on a warped frequency scale
f˜ = ω˜( fs/2π), when a 2Nth-order WLP model is calculated
using the autocorrelation method. The frequency resolution
of the signal WLP spectral estimate is very good for the five
lowest tonal components nω0, n = 1, . . . , 5, while the higher
harmonics are modeled less accurately because they are
too closely spaced on the warped frequency scale. The PEF
transfer function can be unwarped to the original frequency
scale, but then the PEF impulse response is of infinite
duration. The PEF pole-zero plot and magnitude response
on the original frequency scale, obtained by truncating the
unwarped PEF impulse response to a length of L/4 = 512
samples, are shown in Figures 7(d) and 7(e). The pole-zero
plot on the original frequency scale clearly illustrates that the
WLP model succeeds both at cancelling the (low-frequency)
tonal components (by placing a few zeros approximately on
the unit circle at the lower tonal component frequencies) and
at preserving the overall spectral flatness of the residual (by
placing a large number of zeros uniformly spaced around and
close to the unit circle).
Note that the WLP residual e(t, ξ) can be calculated
without unwarping the PEF transfer function, but instead by
considering the PEF as a warped FIR filter [50]. Moreover,
before feeding the WLP residual to a synthesis filter or
calculating its spectral flatness (see Section 5), it should be
postfiltered with a high-pass filter defined as [12]
D−10 (z) =
1− λz−1√
1− λ2 . (54)
4.5. Selective LP Model
In some cases, for example, when dealing with monophonic
audio signals, a uniform frequency mapping may be more
useful than a nonuniform mapping such as the warping
operation described in Section 4.4, since it preserves the
harmonic relation between the tonal components. A uniform
mapping, which allows to “zoom in” on a certain frequency
region ω1 ≤ ω ≤ ω2, is accomplished by
ω −→ ω˜ = π ω− ω1
ω2 − ω1 (55)
which, when combined with a conventional LP model, is
known as a selective LP (SLP) model [1].
To obtain a uniform spreading of the tonal components
over the entire Nyquist interval, we should choose ω1 = 0


























































































































Figure 7: Warped LP model of synthetic audio signal plus noise (SNR = 25 dB) with order 2P = 30, warping parameter λ = λBark(44.1),
and autocorrelation method: (a) Noisy synthetic audio signal magnitude spectrum (warped scale), (b) PEF pole-zero plot (warped scale),
(c) PEF magnitude response (warped scale), (d) PEF pole-zero plot (original scale), (e) PEF magnitude response (original scale).
and ω2 = ω1 + ωN , with ω1 and ωN the frequencies of the
lowest and highest tonal components, see (1). This leads to





In the z-domain, this corresponds to the mapping:
z−1 −→ z˜−1 = z−Γ, (58)
which is a downsampling operation with downsampling
factor Γ. In the case of a monophonic audio signal, the




2(N + 1) f0
, (59)






f0,1 + MN f0,N
) . (60)
Note that the optimal downsampling factor Γ, given in
(57), is highly signal-dependent, and noninteger downsam-
pling is required in general. These diﬃculties can be easily
avoided by using an approximate, integer downsampling
factor (see Section 5) which is chosen to be fixed for the
entire signal analysis. It should then typically be chosen in the
range Γ = 2, . . . , 10, if possible, using some prior knowledge
about the frequency range of the instrument generating the
audio signal being analyzed.
Example 7 (selective LP of synthetic audio signal). The
spectrum of the noisy synthetic audio signal defined before,
downsampled with a factor Γ = 2 (obtained from (59) with
ω0 = 2π/64 and N = 15), is shown in Figure 8(a), and
the PEF pole-zero plot and magnitude response, resulting
from using a 2Nth-order SLP model, calculated with the
autocorrelation method, are plotted on the downsampled
frequency scale in Figures 8(b) and 8(c). The PEF zeros are
nearly perfectly distributed in a uniform way around the
unit circle with exactly one complex conjugate zero pair
for each tonal component in the downsampled signal. After
upsampling, the PEF pole-zero plot and magnitude response
shown in Figures 8(d) and 8(e) are obtained. The PEF
behavior on the original frequency scale is comparable to the
PLP model PEF behavior, that is, nearly perfect cancellation
of the tonal components is achieved, at the cost of having
additional notches in the upper half of the Nyquist interval,
which may result in a nonsmooth high-frequency residual
spectrum. The LP residual can either be calculated on the
downsampled or on the original time scale.


























































































































Figure 8: Selective LP model of synthetic audio signal plus noise (SNR = 25 dB) with order 2P = 30, downsampling factor Γ = 2, and
autocorrelation method: (a) noisy synthetic audio signal magnitude spectrum (downsampled scale), (b) PEF pole-zero plot (downsampled
scale), (c) PEF magnitude response (downsampled scale), (d) PEF pole-zero plot (original scale), (e) PEF magnitude response (original
scale).
5. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the conventional and alternative
LP models described in Sections 3 and 4 in terms of
frequency estimation accuracy, residual spectral flatness, and
perceptual frequency resolution for a synthetic harmonic
audio signal with varying fundamental frequency and SNR.
Afterwards, we apply the diﬀerent LP models to true
monophonic and polyphonic audio signals, and we analyze
the PEF behavior by examining the pole-zero plots and
magnitude responses. Residual spectral flatness figures are
given for true audio signals as a function of pitch and time
oﬀset of the analysis window within the signal.
We should stress that the aim is to compare diﬀerent
LP models, and not the algorithms that can be used to
estimate the model parameters. Some models come with
parameter estimation algorithms that are well established
(e.g., covariance method or autocorrelation method with
Levinson-Durbin algorithm [51, Chapter 6] for all-pole
models), yet other models do not. In particular, PZLP
models typically result in a nonconvex parameter estimation
problem that is solved either in an adaptive or iterative way.
As a consequence, the performance of the corresponding
estimation algorithms (e.g., ANF or CPZLP) depends heavily
on the initial conditions. In the simulation results presented
below, the initial conditions are chosen in the neighborhood
of the true fundamental frequencies in the observed audio
signal, such that the PZLP estimation algorithms yield a
solution that corresponds with high probability to the global
solution. In this way, the emphasis is on the model perfor-
mance rather than on the estimation algorithm performance.
For the same reason, knowledge of the true fundamental
frequencies is also assumed when determining the optimal
downsampling factor in the SLP estimation algorithms, and
for designing a PLP model for polyphonic audio signals.
For the conventional LP model, the performance may
diﬀer substantially for the autocorrelation and covariance
estimation methods, hence the results for both methods are
included.
5.1. Synthetic audio signal
Throughout Examples 2–7, the performance of conventional
and alternative LP models was illustrated by inspecting
the PEF pole-zero plots and magnitude responses, resulting
from the prediction of a noisy synthetic audio signal with
fundamental frequency f0 ≈ 689.1 Hz and SNR = 25 dB.
We also present a more quantitative evaluation of the
diﬀerent LP models, for a synthetic audio signal with variable
fundamental frequency and SNR.
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A first performance measure is the mean square fre-
quency error (MSFE), which is defined with the aim of











l(n) = arg min
l











In other words, the MSFE is calculated as the mean square
diﬀerence between each of the frequencies ωn of the N tonal
components in the observed signal, and the angle of the
PEF zero νl(n)e jθl(n) that is closest to the point e jωn in the
complex plane. The MSFE was calculated for a synthetic
audio signal with N , L, fs, αn, and φn as in Example 2,
with additive Gaussian white noise resulting in an SNR =
25 dB and with varying fundamental frequency equals to the
first 11 center frequencies of the Bark scale [52]. A second
experiment was conducted with similar signals having a fixed
fundamental frequency f0 ≈ 689.1 Hz, and an SNR varying
between −50 dB and 50 dB in steps of 10 dB. The MSFE
results, averaged over 100 Monte Carlo trials for diﬀerent
realizations of the Gaussian white noise sequence, are shown
in Figures 9(a) and 9(b). The MSFE of the low-order all-
pole models (LPAUTO, LPCOV, WLP, and SLP) appears to be
more or less invariant with respect to varying fundamental
frequency and SNR, with MSFE values varying between
−50 and −20 dB, the highest of which is obtained with
the conventional LP model. It can be observed that models
for which the PEF zeros are on (PLP and PZLP) or very
close to (HOLP) the unit circle generally provide a higher
frequency estimation accuracy. The HOLP model produces
MSFE values between −70 and −50 dB, which are invariant
with varying fundamental frequency, and slightly lower for
high than for low SNRs. At suﬃciently high fundamental
frequency and SNR values, the PLP and PZLP models achieve
an MSFE as low as −90 (PLP) and −100 (PZLP) dB.
However, the PLP and PZLP models MSFE performance is
seen to be worse for lower fundamental frequencies and SNR
values. The sensitivity of these models to the fundamental
frequency is presumably related to the fact that these are
the only models that explicitly rely on the harmonicity of
the observed signal (since in the PZLP case, the comb filter
model is used). The performance drop of the PZLP model
at low SNR values is due to the accuracy of the CPZLP
algorithm, which is known to be relatively poor at SNR values
below −5 dB [37].
A second performance measure is the spectral flatness




















with E(e j(2πk/L), ξ), k = 0, . . . ,L − 1 the L-point DFT of
the LP residual e(t, ξ). The SFM is a real number between
0 and 1, with SFM = 1 corresponding to a flat spectrum,
and is often expressed on a dB-scale (0 dB corresponding
to a flat spectrum). Monte Carlo simulation results of the
residual SFM after prediction of the synthetic audio signals
with varying fundamental frequency and SNR described
above are shown in Figures 9(c) and 9(d). The residual
SFM of the low-order all-pole models (LPAUTO, LPCOV, WLP,
and SLP) decreases with increasing fundamental frequency
and increasing SNR. The first observation can be explained
by noting that at low fundamental frequency values, the
low-order all-pole models tend to model multiple tonal
components with one complex conjugate pole pair, while the
remaining poles are used to model the high-frequency noise
spectrum. As a consequence, most of the poles are located
relatively far away from the unit circle, hence resulting in
a smoother spectral behavior. The residual SFM drop at
high SNR values should not be surprising, since the low-
order all-zero PEFs generally do not succeed at completely
cancelling the tonal components from the observed signal.
On the other hand, the residual SFM of the PLP and PZLP
models can be seen to increase with increasing fundamental
frequency and decreases (PLP) or remains quasiconstant
(PZLP) with increasing SNR. The HOLP model residual
SFM is the highest among all LP models, and appears to
be independent of both fundamental frequency and SNR.
The SFM of the synthetic audio signals before LP was on
average −10 dB in the varying fundamental frequency case,
and −35 dB in the varying SNR case. A relevant extension to
the low-order alternative LP models described in Section 4
is to cascade them with a conventional LP model. Such a
cascaded model can be motivated by noting that for true
audio signals, the noise term in the tonal signal models
(1)–(3) may be nonwhite. Hence, an alternative LP model
could be applied first for predicting the tonal components,
and in a second step a conventional LP model could be
used for whitening both the noise and the unpredicted tonal
components in the residual of the alternative LP model. This
cascaded structure appears to be beneficial for the low-order
alternative LP models (PZLP, PLP, WLP, and SLP) in terms
of increasing the residual SFM, especially at high SNR values
and, for the PZLP and PLP models, also at low fundamental
frequency values.
Finally, the third performance measure we will use is the
interpeak dip depth (IDD) [12], a perceptually motivated
measure which reflects the separability of spectral peaks for a
certain model. It is defined for an LP model of a length-L sum
of two sinusoids at frequencies f1 and f2 Hz, separated by
two times the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) [53]
at the lower frequency f1, that is, f2 = f1 + 2(0.108 f1 + 24.7),
as
IDD = L1 + L2
2Ld
(64)
with L1 and L2 corresponding to the amplitude of the two
peaks in the LP model magnitude response, and Ld to the
minimal amplitude between the two peaks. The higher the
IDD, the better the perceptual frequency resolution of the













































































































(d) Residual SFM (dB) versus SNR (dB)
Figure 9: Mean square frequency error (MSFE) and residual SFM curves of Monte Carlo simulations for a synthetic audio signal with
variable fundamental frequency and SNR.
model is expected to be. The IDD was measured for all LP
models except the PLP model, for 24 sets of two sinusoids,
with f1 corresponding to the center frequency of the 24
Bark scale bands [52]. The PLP model is not appropriate
for this type of signal, since the sinusoid frequencies are not
harmonically related. The IDD results for the conventional
LP, PZLP, WLP, and SLP models with order 2P = 2N = 4 and
for the HOLP model with order 2P = L/2 = 1024 are shown
in Figure 10. The low-order all-pole models perform poorly,
except for the conventional LP model with the covariance




















PZLP (ρ = 0.95)




Figure 10: IDD results for two-tone signal with frequencies f1 and
f2 = f1 + 2ERB( f1).
estimation method, which has a very high IDD even in the
low-frequency region. For true audio signals, however, the
LPCOV model will perform worse in terms of perceptual
frequency resolution since the estimated model parameters
can strongly diﬀer for noise-free and noisy sinusoidal signals,
see Figures 2(a) and 3(a). The HOLP model IDD exhibits a
similar trend as the LPCOV model IDD, as it slightly increases
with increasing frequency, remaining on average 14 dB below
the LPCOV model IDD curve. The PZLP model can be seen
to produce high IDD values at low and high frequencies,
but performs poorly in the midfrequency range (250 to
1370 Hz), which is exactly the frequency range of interest in
audio applications. Of course, the IDD performance of an
LP model is strongly related to the bandwidth of the spectral
peaks that it can produce. As a consequence, the PZLP model
IDD performance can be improved by increasing the pole
radius (e.g., ρ = 0.99, see Figure 10), which is equivalent to
reducing the smallest achievable bandwidth [54], however,
when dealing with true audio signals a lower value of the
pole radius is expected to be more appropriate for taking into
account the damping of the tonal components.
5.2. Monophonic audio signal
A length-L monophonic audio fragment was extracted from
a Bb clarinet sound recording in the McGill University
Master Samples collection [55]. The fragment, which cor-
responds to the samples 70001 to 72048 of the G4 note
recording, is shown in Figure 11(a), along with its magni-
tude spectrum in Figure 11(b). The fundamental frequency
corresponds to f0 = 387.6 Hz, and the number of relevant
harmonics is chosen to be N = 15. A conventional LP
model of order 2P = 30, calculated using the autocorrelation
method, produces a PEF as illustrated in Figures 12(a) and
12(d), which is again a compromise between cancelling
the tonal components and keeping the residual spectrum
relatively flat. A better resolution is obtained using a PZLP
model with 2P = 30, ρl = 0.95, and νl = 1, l = 1, . . . ,P, as
shown in Figures 12(b) and 12(e), and using an HOLP model
with 2P = 1024, see Figures 12(c) and 12(f). A fractional 3-
tap PLP model was calculated using the method proposed
in [47], with the algorithm parameters given in Example 5,
resulting in the PEF shown in Figures 12(g) and 12(j), in
which the spectral shaping capability of the 3-tap PLP model
is clearly exploited. A WLP model with 2P = 30 and λ =
λBark(44.1) produces an unwarped PEF as shown in Figures
12(h) and 12(k). Finally, the SLP model with 2P = 30,
for which the optimal downsampling factor from (57) was
rounded to Γ = 4, has a PEF after upsampling which is given
in Figures 12(i) and 12(l).
The residual SFM values obtained with the diﬀerent LP
models were calculated for 2048 sample fragments taken
from the sustain part of the Bb clarinet recordings in [55]
with varying pitch, ranging from D3 to D6 (corresponding to
f0 = 146.8 Hz to 1174.7 Hz), and are shown in Figure 13(a).
The original signal fragments have an average SFM value
of −31 dB. The residual SFM curves for the PZLP and
PLP models are not shown, as they are (partially) outside
the displayed SFM range, with an average residual SFM
of −12 and −19 dB, respectively. Figure 13(c) contains the
residual SFM results when the analysis window time oﬀset
is varied in steps of 2048 samples from the onset till
the end of the Bb clarinet G4 note in [55], which is
plotted in Figure 13(b). Again, the PZLP and PLP curves
are omitted, with an average residual SFM of −10 and
−19 dB, respectively, while the original signal fragments
have an average SFM of −29 dB. From Figure 13(a), we can
observe that the residual SFM does not exhibit a notable
trend with varying fundamental frequency for any of the LP
models, which is somewhat contradictory with the results
obtained for synthetic signals (see Figure 9(c)). This can
be explained by suggesting that the residual SFM value for
true audio signals is primarily determined by the (low-
power) harmonics which are modeled as noise components
instead of tonal components. This undermodelling eﬀect is
generally independent of the fundamental frequency, but
rather depends on which musical instrument is considered.
Figures 13(b) and 13(c) show that the LP model performance
is comparable in the decay, sustain, and release part of
the note, but somewhat worse in the attack part. This is
mainly due to the fact that the attack part exhibits much less
stationarity than the other signal parts. In both experiments,
the HOLP model and the PZLP and PLP models cascaded
with a conventional LP model, provide the best residual
SFM results, which is consistent with the results obtained
for synthetic signals (see Figures 9(c) and 9(d)). The WLP
model, potentially cascaded with a conventional LP model,
performs somewhat worse yet still outperforms the LPAUTO
model, while the SLP and LPCOV models yield significantly
poorer results.
5.3. Polyphonic audio signal
From the concert hall Steinway recordings in [55], a
polyphonic audio signal was generated by adding four
monophonic piano sounds. The samples 2001 to 4048 of












































Figure 11: Monophonic audio signal: (a) time-domain waveform, (b) magnitude spectrum.
the C4, E4, G4, and C5 note recordings were added to
obtain a length-L C major chord, plotted in Figures 14(a)
and 14(b). The four fundamental frequencies are f0,n =
{258.4, 323, 387.6, 516.8}Hz, and each of the monophonic
components has 7 relevant harmonics, that is, Mn = 7, n =
1, . . . , 4. The PEF obtained with a conventional LP model of
order 2P = 2∑4n=1Mn = 54 is shown in Figures 15(a) and
15(d). It can be seen that the PEF has only one low-frequency
notch and an overall high-pass shape. The PZLP model with
2P = 54, ρl = 0.95, and νl = 1, l = 1, . . . ,P produces
exactly as many PEF notches as there are nonoverlapping
tonal components, as can be seen in Figures 15(b) and 15(e).
The same holds true for the HOLP model with 2P = 1024,
of which the PEF is shown in Figures 15(c) and 15(f).
The PLP model does not seem to be suited for predicting
polyphonic signals since the tonal components do not obey
an integer harmonic relation. An alternative PLP approach
could exist in cascading as many PLP models as there are
diﬀerent fundamental frequencies in the polyphonic signal,
but this does not yield good results. Another alternative
PLP approach may be based on the fractional harmonic
relations which exist between the fundamental frequencies in
a musical chord, for example, for a major chord (consisting
of dominant, third, fifth, and octave) it can be verified
that f0,2 = (5/4) f0,1, f0,3 = (3/2) f0,1, and f0,4 = 2 f0,1.
As a consequence, a fractional PLP model with pitch lag
K = 4(T0,1/Ts) samples would produce PEF notches at all
the tonal components in the polyphonic signal. However,
allowing such large pitch lags deteriorates the performance
of the algorithm for calculating the PLP model parameters,
since the allowable pitch lag search space [Kmin,Kmax]
becomes very large, rendering the algorithm slower and less
reliable. Moreover, the large number of spurious notches in
the PEF frequency response leads to an extremely nonsmooth
residual spectrum. As an example, a fractional pseudo-3-
tap PLP model [47], assuming knowledge of the pitch lag
K = 4(T0,1/Ts) = 682.6625 samples, was constructed by
setting aK−1 = aK+1 = −0.05 and aK = −0.9. The resulting
PEF when 2I = 32 and D = 8 is shown in Figures 15(g) and
15(j). Finally, the WLP and SLP models were applied to the
polyphonic signal, both with 2P = 54, a warping parameter
λ = λBark(44.1) resulting in the unwarped PEF in Figures
15(h) and 15(k), and a downsampling factor Γ = 6 (rounded
from the optimal value in (60)) resulting in the upsampled
PEF shown in Figures 15(i) and 15(l).
Two similar experiments as in the monophonic case
were performed, for calculating the residual SFM values
after prediction of a polyphonic audio signal with varying
pitch and analysis window time oﬀset. Figure 16(a) shows
the residual SFM results for LP of a 4-note major chord
(consisting of dominant, third, fifth, and octave) created
from the concert hall Steinway recordings in [55], in which
the dominant varies from A0 to C7 (corresponding to
f0 = 27.5 Hz to 2093 Hz), and the analysis window is in
the release part of the chord. The LPCOV and PLP curves
are not shown, since they are partially below the displayed
residual SFM range, having a residual SFM value of −11 and
−30 dB, respectively. The original polyphonic signals have
an average SFM of −32 dB. At very low-pitched chords, the
LPAUTO, HOLP, WLP, SLP models and the PZLP and PLP
models cascaded with a conventional LP model are quite
competitive, however, toward higher pitch values, the HOLP
and WLP models outperform the other models. The superior
performance of the WLP model as compared to the other
low-order models should not be a surprise. As noted in
Section 4.4, the tonal components in a polyphonic signal are
approximately distributed according to the Bark scale and are
hence mapped to a nearly uniform frequency distribution
after frequency warping. The LPAUTO and SLP models still
perform reasonably well for high-pitched chords, while the
cascaded PZLP and PLP models perform worse. It appears
that the approach of decomposing the polyphonic signal into
a number of harmonic signals (which is what the PZLP and
PLP models attempt to do) is not beneficial in terms of resid-
ual spectral flatness. In Figure 16(b), the 4-note major chord
with dominant C4 is plotted, for which the residual SFM
results of LP with a variable analysis window time oﬀset are
shown in Figure 16(c). During the attack part of the chord
(analysis window oﬀset = 0 second), all LP models perform
poorly. In the next 5 positions of the analysis window, which
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(l) Selective LP model
Figure 12: Monophonic audio signal: PEF pole-zero plots (first and third row) and PEF magnitude responses (second and fourth rows) for
conventional and alternative LP models.
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(c) Residual SFM (dB) versus analysis window time oﬀset (second)
Figure 13: Residual SFM curves for a true monophonic audio signal














































Figure 14: Polyphonic audio signal: (a) time-domain waveform,
(b) magnitude spectrum.
correspond to the decay and sustain parts, the residual SFM
performance is the best. Again, the HOLP and WLP models
yield better results than the LPAUTO and SLP models, which
in turn outperform the PZLP and PLP models, cascaded with
a conventional LP model. In the release part of the chord
(analysis window oﬀset = ca. 0.6 second to 9.8 second),
the residual SFM performance is highly fluctuating for all
models, and particularly, the cascaded PZLP model residual
SFM curve exhibits a decreasing trend toward the end of
the chord due to the decreasing SNR. The original C major
chord has an average SFM of −37 dB, and the LPCOV and
PLP models, resulting in an average residual SFM of−12 and
−28 dB, respectively, are not shown in the graph.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the performance of the
conventional LP model when applied to tonal audio signals,
and illustrated how the quality of this model depends on the
distribution of the signal tonal components in the Nyquist
interval. It was shown that the conventional LP model, with
a model order equal to two times the number of tonal
components, and calculated by minimizing an LS criterion,
produces a PEF that features a tradeoﬀ between cancelling
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Figure 15: Polyphonic audio signal: PEF pole-zero plots (first and third rows) and PEF magnitude responses (second and fourth rows) for
conventional and alternative LP models.
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(c) Residual SFM (dB) versus analysis window time oﬀset (second)
Figure 16: Residual SFM curves for a true polyphonic audio signal
with variable fundamental frequency and analysis window time
oﬀset.
the tonal components and keeping the residual spectrum
as flat as possible. This tradeoﬀ occurs since the tonal
components in an audio signal, sampled at fs = 44.1 kHz,
are typically located in the lower half of the Nyquist interval.
Five existing alternative LP models were described,
applied to tonal audio signals, and interpreted in terms
of relieving the tradeoﬀ inherent in the conventional LP
model. The first three alternative LP approaches solve the
frequency distribution problem by considering a model
diﬀerent from the low-order all-pole model, namely, a
(constrained) pole-zero (PZLP) model, a high-order all-
pole (HOLP) model, or a pitch prediction (PLP) model.
Two other alternative approaches aim at improving the low-
order all-pole model performance, by first transforming the
input signal and hence altering the distribution of its tonal
components. If an all-pass bilinear transform is used, we
end up with the warped all-pole (WLP) model, whereas
a linear frequency transform leads to the selective all-pole
(SLP) model.
Extensive simulation results were reported with the
aim of assessing the performance of the conventional and
alternative LP models. Summarizing, we can state that a
high-order all-pole model appears to be better suited to
the audio LP problem than a conventional, low-order all-
pole model. However, the HOLP model, which typically has
half as many model parameters as the number of samples
in the analysis window, is impractically complex in many
applications. It could hence be expected that the PZLP
model is a good alternative, since it can approximate the
HOLP PEF impulse response with fewer parameters. This
seems to be true only for monophonic audio signals, and
even in this case, estimating the model parameters without
prior knowledge on the fundamental frequency range is
not a trivial task. Another good alternative to the HOLP
model in the case of monophonic signals is the PLP model,
especially when cascaded with a conventional LP model, as
is common use in speech analysis. Finally, for polyphonic
audio LP, the WLP model performance comes very close to
the optimal HOLP model performance, however, the WLP
model performs poorly in terms of perceptual frequency
resolution, unless its model order is chosen to be an order
of magnitude larger than the number of tonal components
in the observed signal [12].
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